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Remembering David M. Lane

by Elizabeth Lane (P.O. Box 454, Rye, NH 03870) <littlebearlane@yahoo.com>

David M. Lane died of natural causes on August 25, 2012 at his home in Dover, NH.

After graduating from Dover High School, David earned both bachelors and masters degrees in botany at the University of New Hampshire and a Ph.D. in botany at Duke University, then a masters degree in library science at Syracuse University.

Biological Sciences Librarian for 27 years and Associate Professor at the University of New Hampshire (UNH), David was active in service to the library, to the university, and to his profession, including serving from 1999 to 2000 as the president of the Council on Botanical and Horticultural Libraries (CBHL). In 2011, CBHL awarded David the Charles Robert Long Award of Extraordinary Merit. It is the highest honor presented by CBHL and was established to recognize outstanding service to CBHL and/or to the field of botanical and horticultural literature, information services, and research.

The Charleston Conference was always a highlight of the year for David. He loved the city of Charleston and looked forward to revisiting his favorite eatery, Hyman’s Seafood. He eagerly anticipated seeing colleagues at the conference each year.

David cultivated an extensive personal collection of plants with a special interest in orchids, gesneriads, carnivorous plants, and succulents. He volunteered weekly at the Farlane Greenhouses. His private collections of orchids and carnivorous plants have been donated to the greenhouses where they will be well-cared for as a living memorial to David.

David’s enthusiasms also included travel, science fiction, and photography. A celebration of his life was held on September 30 (his birthday), organized with great thoughtfulness and respect by his colleagues and friends at UNH. Known for his sense of humor and generosity, David’s many colleagues will also miss his tremendous knowledge, imagination, and wisdom.

If you would like to make a memorial gift toward the care of David’s plant collections and the UNH Tropical Conservatory, it may be sent to the attention of Stephanie Gillen, University Advancement, Elliott Alumni Center, 9 Edgewood Road, Durham, NH 03824. Checks should be made payable to UNH Foundation, with Hort Gift Fund 1GB197 in the memo line. Thank you.
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Glad to see you took a closer look at the Charleston Report. If you're interested in business insights into the library market, you can subscribe today at our discounted rate of only $75.00.

The Charleston Company
6180 East Warren Avenue, Denver, CO 80222
Phone: 303-282-9706 • Fax: 303-282-9743
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A Note from David’s Sister:

If any of David’s conference colleagues/friends would like to connect with me, please feel free to do so. My mailing address is P.O. Box 454, Rye, NH 03870. My email address is <littlebearlane@yahoo.com>. I’ve also included here a photo of David that he took himself several years ago. It is one of my favorites because his warmth and kindness seem to shine through. With deep gratitude,

Elizabeth Lane

Chesterfield, NH
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You Need The Charleston Report...

if you are a publisher, vendor, product developer, merchandiser, consultant or wholesaler who is interested in improving and/or expanding your position in the U.S. library market.

Subscribe today at our discounted rate of only $75.00
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Changing Library Operations...

from page 1

designed to be primarily digital, Jim Dooley, in his article “Demand-Driven Acquisitions at UC Merced,” explains the rationale underlying the PDA model for collection development at Merced and then enters into a detailed description and analysis of the model. The article also comments on changes to some of the other library operations and on developments of the UC system-wide library operations.

Martha Hruska, in “Letting the Patrons Drive...” provides insight into the tensions and complexities of integrating PDA into acquisitions at a large research library. The endeavor requires coordination among librarian subject specialists and departmental faculty in navigating the exigencies of declining budgets, duplication of e-books across vendors, limited availability in e-format, and cooperation within the UC system.

Beside the library student survey analysis, in the article “Western Oregon University: Changing Library Operations” I provide a brief scan of some of the changes that have occurred over the year relevant to library operations and then an analysis of e-journal and e-book acquisition at a regional, masters-level state university of 6,000 students.